
SUPER TIP
Check your Cup Setter to  
ensure a minimum 1 in. depth.

Cup Setter
Cast aluminum with powder-
coated White finish. The 
redesigned Cup Setter now sets 
cups an extra 1/8 in. (1 1/8 in. total) 
below the surface of the green. 
USGA rule states that the putting 
cup must be set at a minimum 
depth of 1 in. This feature ensures 
that you meet that requirement.
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Cup-Saver
The Cup-Saver is the newest tool 
to help keep your cups looking 
great longer. Made of durable, 
molded plastic, the cone shaped 
design features an easy-to-grab 
stem. Perfect for use when painting 
the hole above the cup or when 
topdressing or applying chemicals. 
1073, set of 5  

Cup Hole Cleaner
All-steel construction. Designed 
to prevent unsightly dirt stains 
on green by removing water from 
hole when changing cups, before 
inserting turf plug. Just remove cup, 
insert cup hole cleaner, press down 
slowly, forcing water into unit, and 
remove. No more mess on green 
or pants.
950

Cup Puller
Features long rod and rubber 
handle for maximum leverage and 
comfort. Plated steel construction. 
Three-hook design pulls cup out of 
hole straight and with ease, with no 
damage to turf.
1032

Hole Cutter Guide
Made from highly durable ABS 
plastic. 23 in. x 19 in. (58 cm x 48 
cm). Place on green when cutting 
cup hole to eliminate heel marks, 
minimize raised hole edges and 
encourage a straight cut.
1030

KEY FEATURE
Sets cups an extra 1/8 in. deep.

Hole Cutter Replacement Parts (Not shown) 

Hole Cutter Piston
1016

Lever Arm only
1020

Push Rod only
1021

Wooden Handle for  
Hole Cutter
1022

Main Shaft for Lever  
Action Hole Cutter
1023

Main Shaft for Foot 
Extraction Hole Cutter
1024Go to www.ParAide.com  

for replacement parts not shown.

NEW

Superintendent Tool II  
This superintendent tool features a unique coring tine perfect for 
repairing ball marks or removing small trouble spots in greens. 
Stainless steel multi tool contains a coring tool, ball mark repair tool, 
scissors, file, knife, and a FID — rope splicer. Each tool comes in a nylon 
pouch with Par Aide logo and belt loop.
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USE WITH 360˚ HOLE PAINTER, 
SEE PAGE 70.
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